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• Introduction of VPN
• Hose model
• Implementation scenarios
• Simulation experiments
• Simulation results
• conclusions



What Is a Virtual Private 
Network?

Virtual private networks (VPN) 
provide an encrypted connection 
between a user's distributed sites 
over a public network (e.g., the 
Internet). By contrast, a private 
network uses dedicated circuits and 
possibly encryption.



Public Internet instead of Private 
Network

A VPN replaces all of the above utilizing public internet, Performance 
and availability depends on your ISP and internet 



Benefit - $$$$$

Traditional Private Networks:-
! High fixed cost
! Low variable costs 

(with respect to varying capacity)

=> collection of VPNs sharing a common 
communication channel are cheaper to build 
than the equivalent collection of smaller 
physically discrete networks. 



Requirements for IP-based VPNs
• Opaque packet transport
- VPN traffic no relation to rest of IP backbone traffic

- VPN may use private IP address

• Data security
- By customer ( firewall + encryption)

- Secure managed VPN service by providers 

• Quality of service
- Leased and dial-up lines provide guarantee on the bandwidth 
and latency

• Tunneling mechanism
- A way to implement opaque transport and security



Resource Management in VPN?

• Isolation from other flows
• Guaranteed bandwidth, loss and delay 

characteristics
• Over an existing public network
• Yet, same performance assurances as a 

private network!



QoS Support
• Service Level Agreement (SLA) between a 

customer & a service provider
– traffic characteristics and QoS requirements

• Two ways to support different QoS classes within 
VPN:
– resources are managed on a VPN specific basis, 

i.e. SLAs would be for the overall VPN rather 
than for each specific QoS class

– resources are managed on an individual QoS
basis



Hose Model

• Customer's interface into the network
• Performance guarantee based on the 

"aggregate" traffic
• To and from a given endpoint to the set of 

all other endpoints



Hose Model



Comparison between Pipe & Hose

• 2 performance service abstractions:  Pipe & 
Hose
– A pipe provides performance guarantees for 

traffic between A specific origin and destination 
pair

– A hose provides performance guarantees 
between an origin and a set of destinations, and 
between a node and a set of origins, i.e. it’s 
characterized by the “aggregate” traffic coming 
from or going into the VPN. 



Advantages of Hose for customer

• Ease of specification - one rate per endpoint 
vis-a-vis one rate per pair of endpoints

• Flexibility - traffic to multiple endpoints 
multiplexed on one hose

• Multiplexing gain - Total of hose rates < 
Aggregate rate in a Private network

• Characterization - Statistical variability over 
multiple pairs smoothed into hose

• Billing - Resize hose capacities dynamically



Implementation Scenarios



Dynamically Resized VPNs

• Disadvantage of provisioned VPNs
Reserved capacity may not be used

• Resized provider pipes
• Resized trees
• Resized trees with explicit routing
• Resource aggregation across a VPN



Requirements for Dynamically 
Resized VPNs

• Prediction of required capacity based on 
traffic measurement - technique suggested

• Signaling protocols to dynamically reserve 
resources - future work



Prediction of Traffic Rate

• Tmeas - measurement window
• Tren - next window for which rate is renegotiated
• Tsamp - regularly spaced samples
• Ri - average rate over inter-sample intervals
• Local maximum predictor

Rren = max{Ri}
• Local Gaussian predictor

Rren = m + α√v
m = mean of Ri
v = variance of Ri
α = Multiplier



Simulation Experiments



Simulation Experiments
• 2 sets of traces – voice and data
• PSTN traffic == IP telephony traffic?
• Experiments

– The stability of VPN traffic matrices
– Evaluation the usefulness of the hose model
– A mesh of provider-pipes in the network vs. a source 

based tree
– The relationship between short term capacity 

management by resizing and the longer term 
admission control algorithms





Performance Benefit of Hoses for the 
Customer

• Customer-Pipe Requirement = 

• Hose Requirement = 

• Statically provisioned access host-gain

= Customer-Pipe Requirement / Hose 
Requirement 
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Provisioning the Access Link

• The capacity required by a customer on each 
access link depends on the service model being 
offered to the VPN customer

• If customer’s service interface into the network is 
Customer-Pipe: 

adequate capacity would need for each such pipe
Hose: 

capacity that needed is the maximum traffic demand for the 
hose



Statically Provisioned Access Hose 
Gain for Data Traffic



Statically Provisioned Access Hose 
Gain for Voice Traffic



Resizing the Access Link

• The capability to renegotiate hose capacities is 
provided to customers

• The renegotiation is based on demand 
predictions derived from measurement that track 
the fluctuations in the offered traffic



Benefit of Resizing the Access Link for 
Voice Traffic



Effect of Reducing the Resizing 
Frequency





Benefit of Resizing the Access Link for 
Data Traffic



Benefit of Resizing the Access Link for 
Data traffic 



Comparison of Benefits of Resized 
Hoses and Customer-Pipes



Comparison of Benefits of Resized 
Hoses and Customer-Pipes (cont.)



Benefits of Statically Provisioned Trees

• Moving from the root of a tree corresponding to a given 
hose towards a leaf, progressively fewer flows are 
aggregated together and hence we expect the benefit of 
sharing reservations in the tree to decrease. (Figure 11)

• A tree gain (the ratio of the requirement of the hose to 
the corresponding sum of the requirements of customer-
pipe) of 1 occurs on links where each tree present on the 
link leads toward a single destination. (Figure 12)







Benefits of Dynamical Resizing for 
Voice Traffic



Benefits of Dynamical Resizing for 
Voice Traffic (cont.)



Benefits of Dynamical Resizing for 
Data Traffic



Benefits of Dynamical Resizing for 
Data Traffic



Effective Bandwidths for Admission 
Control



Effective Bandwidths for Admission 
Control



Effective Bandwidths for Admission 
Control



Conclusion

VPNs are undergoing dramatic change owing to 
at least three interrelated factors:

• Rapid progress in IP network technologies ( in overall 
capacity and the development of diverse network access 
technologies)

• Progress in IP security (in flexible, dynamic methods for 
establishing secure associations)

• Rapid change in the diversity and dynamics of communication 
and collaboration patterns at work and at home



Conclusion (cont.)

• A hose is characterized by the aggregate traffic to and from one
endpoint in the VPN to the set of other endpoints in the VPN and by 
an associated performance guarantee.

• A hose allows a customer to simply buy a logical access link and
use it to send traffic to any one of the remote hose endpoints with 
reliable QoS and with the rates of the customer access links to the 
only limitation.

• Hoses naturally allow the customer to take advantage of 
aggregation of the flows to and from access links, reducing required 
access link capacities.

• Hoses present greater resource management challenges for the 
provider but it can be addressed by statistical multiplexing or 
resizing techniques, applied separately or in combination.



Questions?


